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"No, but who hit your father? Don't you count it in your heart?" Kangmo North think
of before, he encountered the light and dark against, Kangmo north cold hum way.

Musili then remembered what his father had just said to him, telling him not to go
back to China, leaving it to him to deal with in China, and Take care of your sister.

If you join hands with the devil, you will be eaten by the devil in the end. Mousse is
far away from the present and wants to cry without tears.

"In order to save Rushuang from prison, I have to sign a contract with Shen Shimei.
I'm sorry, I'm wrong. I promise you whatever you want me to do. Now I just want you
to protect my father! Please

Mu Sili doesn't have any words of defense. To Shen Shimo, he has retreated again and
again, but still can only exchange for crisis. It's impossible not to let Mu Shi become
the cannon fodder of the struggle between the Kang family and the Wei family. It's not
a good choice to stand on who's side. But now his father is in danger, and all he can
ask is kangmobei.

"Well, I see." Kangmobei inexplicably took over the burden from the people who
maliciously attacked him, but it was about admitting his life, and he had no reason to
refuse.

Hang up the phone soon, downstairs came the sound of footsteps in a hurry, medical
staff simply observed the situation of Mu Liancheng, Mu Liancheng will be carefully
carried to the stretcher, rushed to the hospital.

Mu Liancheng was in a coma because of internal bleeding caused by beating.
Fortunately, he was sent to the hospital in time. After the operation, he could recover
as long as he recuperated. However, he was as healthy as before. It's impossible.

A few hours later, Mu Liancheng wakes up. What he sees at first sight is Kang Mobei.
He subconsciously wants to sit up, but he is limited by the edge of the surgical knife
and the injuries on his body. He has to stare at Kang Mobei angrily: "how are you
here?"
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"Ha ha, look where you are now." Said conmobei with a sneer.

Mu Liancheng raised his eyes, the white ceiling and the pungent smell of disinfectant
water, which showed that he was in the hospital. However, Mu Liancheng's vigilance
to kangmobei did not weaken at all:

"how can I bask in your fake kindness? I don't need it! Get out of here

"It's Mu Sili who asked me to protect you," said Kang Mobei with a faint wry smile.
He stood up slowly. "He joined hands with Shen Shimo to target me, and now he's
been attacked, right? Hehe, don't worry. I'll go. "

"Sili, please?" Mu Liancheng was surprised and dubious.

"I'm too lazy to talk to you. Take good care of yourself. There's security outside. I'll
tell them what I need." Conmobei was not interested in talking to him. After that, he
left the ward.

The smell of the hospital naturally reminds Kang Mobei of his memories of Kang
Taiye. It's a painful memory. He made a painful choice, just to make his grandfather
walk without pain. Although he has been comforting himself, he has done nothing
wrong, but in his heart, he will always think about the series of if when he thinks of his
grandfather.

After Mu Liancheng stares at Kang Mobei and leaves the ward, he quickly calls Mu
Sili.

Musili has never slept. It's 10:00 p.m. in China and 9:00 a.m. in the United States.
Musili, who hasn't slept all night, sees the call and connects quickly.

"Is that you, dad?" Mu Liancheng asked eagerly.

"Well, I'm fine. You You asked conmbe to protect me? " Mu Liancheng asked slightly
surprised.

Musili was a little silent, then squeezed his fist and said, "well, Dad, did Shen Shimo
hit you?"

When it comes to being beaten, Mu Liancheng feels that it hurts his self-esteem.



Silence, in Mu Sili's view, is a kind of default.

"I'm sorry, Dad, I made a mistake..."

"No, don't blame yourself. You didn't do anything wrong," Mu Liancheng sniffed,
swallowing his uncomfortable feeling back. "I'll sort out my assets and transfer them
to Swiss bank in the next two days. The Kang family can re-establish the new Kang
family, and so can our Mu family. These days, you are ready."

"Dad, can you do it alone in China? Or I'll come back... "

"Don't come back! Shen Shimo is already insane. Even if there will be heavy losses,
our Mu family can't stand on Shen Shimo's side. OK, take good care of your sister.
Shen Shimo may send people everywhere to look for you. Be careful. " Mu Liancheng
said the order, then uphold the consistent personality, decisive hang up the phone.

When the blind voice of the phone came, Musi was stunned for a few seconds, then
got up and went to the window of the hotel to look out.

This hotel is an ordinary hotel, he had expected it for a long time, so he always let
murushuang keep vigilant, so five-star hotel is the choice that must be ruled out.

But it didn't seem to work. Outside the window of the hotel room on the fourth floor,
moussili saw a suspicious figure.

Mu Rushuang is still in the buffet breakfast of the hotel, leisurely picking the food she
wants to eat, because the hotel is not high-grade, ordinary food makes her frown
tightly.

"It's too late for breakfast. We have to go." After catching mu Rushuang's figure, Mu
Sili opens her tray to one side and drags mu Rushuang out of the breakfast restaurant.

After renting a car, Musi Li drove cautiously. Sure enough, he followed the following
car all the time. Musi Li frowned, stepped on the accelerator, and quickly made a sharp
turn at the intersection. After seven turns and eight turns, Musi Li struggled to get rid
of the tracking.

"Brother Am I exposed? " Mu Rushuang has been like a frightened bird, a little bit
abnormal, are scared, for fear that they did something wrong."No, there is something
wrong at home, so we have to hide from the limelight recently." Musi Li tried to
explain it in a casual tone, and he didn't want to make his sister nervous.

"That is to say, you will not go back to China? What about dad? Why is dad in hospital?
" Mu Rushuang was concerned about her father and asked nervously.



He didn't know how to explain it, but in fact, everything was due to his sister. In order
for her to grow up, she had to know the inside story.

"In order to save you from prison, our Mu family signed a cooperation agreement with
Shen Shimo. Later, Shen Shimo took a stake in Mu Shi and held 50% of Mu Shi's
shares. In the struggle between Shen Shimo and Kang Mobei, Mu Shi was caught in
the middle and became cannon fodder. Dad, he was beaten because Shen Shimo
couldn't successfully suppress the rise of Kang Mobei Zhong, can you understand me?
" Mousse drove away, looking at the mirror and the expression of mousse.

Mu Rushuang, with a misty face, tries to understand her brother's words. In her
understanding, Mu has sacrificed a lot for herself, and her father has been beaten
because of himself? Pain, gradually diffuse in the chest.

"I I made a mistake... " Mu Rushuang choked in pain.

"Be sensible in the future, my brother and dad can't protect you all the time. In the
future, if your father is not with you and your brother is not with you, how can you tell
your father and brother to rest assured of you? Ah... " Moustache sighed earnestly.
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